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THIS BRIGHT BEGINNING .
Our bright beginning is one of youth, strength, pride and confidence;
a foundation on which to build and progress. The youth and strength
inherent in our traditions, and the pride of being an intricate part of
this expanding institution fosters the confidence in a future that will be as














St. Joseph’s Altar, to the left of the Main Altar,
in the new Chapel.
Archbishop Cushing lays the cornerstone of the new collegiate
church, itself a realization of his efforts exerted in hehalf of
the College.
Archbishop Cushing dedicat-
ing the new Chapel.
The Knights of the Holy Sepul-
cher combine to form an honor
guard for the Archbishop.
Board of Trustees
The Very Reverend Henry E. Greenlee, O.S.A.,
S.T.D., Rector Provincial of the Province of St.
Thomas of Villanova, is Chairman of the Board
of Trustees. A true friend of Merrimack, Father
Greenlee brings to his high administrative office
a wealth of experience gained through many
years in college classrooms.
Trustees: Fathers Vincent A. McQuade, O.S.A., James M. Hurley, O.S.A., the
late John B. Martin, O.S.A., Henry E. Greenlee, O.S.A., Patrick J. Campbell,
O.S.A., John J. Daley, O.S.A., and Thomas F. Walsh, O.S.A.
A Brief Resume On . . .
the Veteran’s Bureau at Villanova, accepted the re-
sponsibilities of President of Merrimack College.
Father McQuade and the trustees formulated their
plans and on April 27, 1947, received the charter from
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that made Merri-
mack College a reality.
Construction was begun on the first building of the
new college in the summer of 1947. On September 22
at St. Augustine’s Church in Andover, Archbishop
Cushing presided over the dedication ceremonies which
were celebrated by the Very Reverend Mortimer A.
Sullivan, the late Prior Provincial. A week later
classes began in Guild Hall which housed class rooms,
offices, library and chapel. The first student body con-
sisted of one hundred and sixty-five members; the
initial faculty numbered fourteen. The desire for
accomplishment and the avid spirit of this group
resulted in the beginnings of the Fraternity of the Holy
Name, the Student Council, the Glee Club, and the
Annual Retreat.
The following year, 1948, proved to be a successful
one. Parents of the students and friends of the college
united to organize the Association of Merrimack Col-
lege. They wasted no time in proving their sincerity
and on June 4, 1948, held a mammoth Penny Sale at
the Lawrence Memorial Stadium. Proceeds from the
sale were utilized for the construction of a new gym-
nasium which was begun in the fall of the same year.
How can one relate the history of an institution?
The story of Merrimack College is so much more than
that. The dreams of so many courageous people, the
foresight and driving enthusiasm of His Excellency,
Archbishop Richard J. Cushing, and the Augustinian
Fathers, the sacrifice and confidence of the business
and civic leaders of the Merrimack Valley, the con-
tinued and divine guidance and assistance from Christ
the Teacher and His Holy Mother—these are the
glories of Merrimack.
Shortly following the close of World War II, a meet-
ing was called of the veteran’s educational panel of a
Haverhill Labor-Management Committee under the
direction of J. Leo Cronin. The problem in point was
the anticipated overflow of students in colleges and
universities following the return of thousands of vet-
erans seeking higher education. The members of the
committee decided that the ideal solution would be a
college in the Merrimack Valley. A consultation with
the Most Reverend Richard J. Cushing followed. The
Archbishop accepted the idea and shortly thereafter
announced that the Augustinian Fathers would assume
the tremendous task of founding and staffing the newly
conceived institution. The Very Reverend Vincent A.
McQuade, O.S.A., Ph.D., a man of boundless energy
and dynamic personality, then serving as Chairman of
7
Guild Hall: The parent build-
ing of the College has been
renovated to serve as the Engin-
eering School with an ever ex-
panding store of technical
equipment.
Sullivan Hall: The Liberal
Arts building houses the class-
rooms and laboratories for
Business Administration, Biol-
ogy and Nursing courses as well
as the canteen and the book-
store.
Austin Hall: The nerve center
of the campus, the faculty resi-
dence and administration build-
ing contains all the administra-
tive offices and the lihrarv.
CusHi?4G Hall: The Science
Building anchors one end of
the quadrangle to he. Here are
all the laboratories and scien-
tific apparatus needed for the





The next venture of Merrimack College was a million
dollar drive for funds. Through the kindness and
generosity of the friends of the Merrimack the drive
was eminently successful and, as a result, construction
of the campus proper was begun. In September of
1948, ground breaking ceremonies were held for Cush-
ing Hall, the new science building.
The next few years were years of memorable events
and a rapid expansion of the College proper. In June,
1951, Commencement exercises were held for the first
graduating class of Merrimack College. Autumn of
the same year brought coeducational policies to a stu-
dent body which had hitherto been all male. In
September, 1951, Sullivan Hall, the Liberal Arts build-
ing was ready for occupancy. Austin Hall, the faculty
and administration building, was completed in 1952
and on September 29, Archbishop Cushing solemnly
blessed the campus and dedicated the new buildings.
In April, 1954, the Archbishop returned to preside
over the ground breaking ceremonies for the Collegiate
Chapel of Christ the Teacher. The Chapel, a gift
from Merrimack’s most benevolent friend, the Arch-
bishop himself, was dedicated in May, 1955, at a
solemn high Mass celebrated by His Excellency. The
Chapel, a beautiful and imposing structure, is the phy-
sical symbol of the goal toward which all intellectual
endeavors are directed.
• PRESIDENT
The Very Reverend Vincent A. Mc-
Quade, O.S.A., Ph.D., President of Mer-
rimack College. Taken from the ranks
of college professors Father McQuade
has directed the founding and building
of Merrimack from its inception. A
dynamic leader, Father McQuade en-
visages ever widening horizons for the
College.
The Reverend Joseph J. Gildea, O.S.A.,
Ph.D., is Dean of the Faculty. The aca-
demic life of the College is his special
province. The relations of the faculty
with the administration, and the prob-
lems of the individual students are
handled with a personal concern and
friendliness that is Father Gildea.
mDEAN
LIBERAL ARTS
The professor opens the door, explains the essentials—then it is for the student
to discover the treasure lying in the recorded heritage of western civilization.
The classics of all periods are at his finger-tips in the quiet, hook-lined study
that is the library.
\ liberal arts education is that type of higher learning and cultural
advancement which encourages the student to delve into the main fields of
knowledge. The curriculum is carefully and specially planned to give the
individual a full, well-balanced education. The liberal arts course develops
every aspect of the human being, the physical body, the spiritual soul and
the intellectual processes of the mind.
THOMAS F. WALSH, O.S.A.
A.B., Villanova University, 1931
M.A., New York University, 1941
Procurator oj the College
I
JOSEPH A. FLAHERTY, O.S.A.
A.B., St. Joseph’s College, 1938
M.A., Catholic University, 1944
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1949
Chairman, Department of English
Director of Part Time Sessions
ROBERT D. KEOHAN
B.S., Merrimack College, 1953
M.S., Boston University, 1954
Instructor, English
JOHN E. MOON
A.B., Harvard University, 1952
M.A., Columbia University, 1953
Doctoral Studies, Harvard
Instructor, English
FRANCIS X. SMITH, O.S.A.
A.B., Villanova University, 1943
Augustinian College, 1943-47
M.A., Catholic University, 1948
Instructor, English
CHRISTIAN A. RETERA, O.S.A.
Candidate, Amsterdam University, 1938





B.S., Boston University, 1936
Instructor, English
MARIANO ARACONADA, O.S.A.
Universidad del Escorial, 1916-23




Marian College, Lithuania, 1930-34
M.A., University of Vytautas the Great of
Kaunas, 1939
Doctorial Studies, Boston University
Assistant Professor, Classics
PAUL C. THABAULT, O.S.A.
A.B., Villanova University, 1941
Augustinian College, 1941-44
M.A., Catholic University, 1945
Instructor, Languages
ADRIAN VAN LIESHOUT, O.S.A.
Candidate, University of Utrecht, 1942
Ph.D., Amsterdam University, 1948
Instructor, Social Science
PAUL L. LONARDO
A.B., Boston University, 1946
M.A., Boston University, 1947
Instructor, Languages
WILLIAM J. WYNNE, O.S.A.
A. B., Villanova University, 1941
B.S. in Library Science, Catholic University,
1945
Librarian and Instructor, Fine Arts
LANGUAGES
ALBERT C. SHANNON, O.S.A.
A.B., Villanova University, 1941
M.A., Catholic University, 1945
Ph.D., Columbia University, 1949
Professor, Chairman, Department Social
Sciences
JAMES J. ST. GERMAIN
Ph.B., Providence College, 1936
M.A., University of Connecticut, 1949
Assistant Professor, Political Science
WILLIAM T. MONAHAN, O.S.A.




A.B., Tufts College, 1947




B.S., St. Louis University, 1954
Instructor, Social Sciences
BERNARD F. DONOVAN
A.B., Boston College, 1919
M.A., Catholic University, 1921
LL.B., Northeastern University, 1928
Ph.D., Boston College, 1938




Ph.B., University of Cliicago, 1910
M.A., Columbia University, 1915
M.Ed., Harvard University, 1923
Assistant Professor, Education
EDWARD A. LAWLOR
A.B., Harvard University, 1915
M.Ed., Boston University, 1929
Assistant Professor, Education
PHILOSOPHY
JAMES E. HANNAN, O.S.A.
A.B., Villanova University, 1941
M.A., Catholic University of America, 1945
Professor, Chairman, Department of Religion
JOHN J. WARREN
A.B., La Salette Seminary, 1950
M.A., Boston College, 1952




B.S.C., University of Iowa, 1949
M.A., Boston College, 1951
Assistant Professor, Economics
JOSEPH M. HENNESSEY
B.S., Boston College, 1951
M.A., Boston College, 1953




B.S., Bowdoin College, 1925
M.A., Harvard University, 1932
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1933
Professor, Chairman, Department of
Chemistry
FREDERICK J. GUERIN
B.S., M. I. T., 1922
M.S., M. 1. T., 1923
Ph.D., New York University, 1928
Associate Professor, Chemistry
HENRY MARIANI
B.S., Boston College, 1947
M.S., Boston College, 1949
Instructor, Chemistry
Technical facilities, stuclent initiative and faculty experience
combine to create energetic scientific pursuit.
SCIENCES
JAMES p. McLaughlin
A.B., Merrimack College, 1951
M.S., Boston College, 1953
Instructor, Biology
The Student majoring in Chemistry or Biol-
ogy at Merrimack College is offered an excel-
lent opportunity to acquire a knowledge of
the humanities in connection with an extensive
study of the sciences. Courses in such fields
as Organic Chemistry, Quantitative Analysis
and Bacteriology are balanced by the study of
English Literature, European History and
Philosophy. In this manner, the education of
the whole man is assured.
WILLIAM G. CULLEN, O.S.A.
A.B., Villanova University, 1932
Catholic University, 1935-36
M.S., Villanova University, 1942
Dean of Men, Assistant Professor, Dept.
Physics and Mathematics
JOHN T. LAWLOR
B.S., University of Massachusetts, 1930
M.A., Harvard University, 1932
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1934
Professor, Chairman, Department of Biology
ROBERT J. SULLIVAN
B.S., Boston College, 1949
M.S., Fordham University, 1950
Instructor, Biology
IRENE A. McGRAVEY
A.B., Emmanuel College, 1940
Instructor, Chemistry
JAMES F. LIEBKE
B.S. in B.S., Boston College, 1948
M.B.A., New York University, 1952
Assistant Professor, Business Administration
JOSEPH P. MURRAY, O.S.A.
A.B., Yillanova University, 1939
M.A., Catholic University, 1943
Ph.D., Catholic University, 1950
Assistant Professor, Languages
Director, Division of Business Administration
SIMEON E. LeGENDRE, JR.
B.S., Boston College, 1939
LL.B., Boston University, 1947
LL.M., Boston University, 1948
Assistant Professor, Business Law
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
The program of studies offered by the Business Administration
Department gives the student a varied training of the procedures vital
to the business sector of society. Broad cultural courses are integrated
with concentrations in the fields of Marketing, Accounting, and Busi-
ness Management. The objective of such a curriculum is to produce
potential executives. Today’s world of business demands such a type;
one who can think, who possesses the fundamental professional com-
petence, who is alive to the problems of contemporary society, and,
most of all, one whose motivation is dominated by the Christian ethical
and cultural values upon which our civilization depends.
The Business Department attempts to mold the potential “stuff*’ out of
whieli successful Inisiness men are made. The results of their endeavors








B.S., Boston College, 1942
LL.B., Suffolk University, 1948
Assistant Professor, Accounting
DONALD R. BEATON
B.S., Merrimack College, 1951
Instructor, Accounting
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MATHEMATICS
BASIL M. FEDOROVSKY
B.S. in Engr., Imperial Naval Academy,
St. Petersburg, 1914
M.S. in Engr., 1916
Assistant Professor, Mathematics
ENNIS J. MONTELLA
A.B., Boston College, 1950
Graduate Studies, Boston College
Instructor, Mathematics
RALPH P. PARROTTA
B.S., Northeastern University, 1943
M.A., Boston College, 1949
M.S. in M.E., Northeastern University, 1953
Assistant Professor, Mathematics and Physics
ENGINEERING
WILLIAM E. HASKELL, JR.
B.S. in C.E., Tufts College, 1950
Instructor, Engineering
MAJOR WILLIAM F. LONGWELL, U.S.A.
(Ret.)
B.S., U. S. Military Academy, 1923
B.S. in C.E., University of Iowa, 1932
M. in Engr., Yale University, 1944
Professor, Civil Engineering
With the rapici growth of industry in this country in the past few
years, there has arisen a great need for technically trained men and
women who are capable of putting to practical use all the new scien-
tific discoveries. With this demand for engineers in mind, Merrimack
College established a Division of Engineering in the fall of 1951.
Since that time, the engineering division has grown by leaps and
bounds and now courses are offered in both Civil and Electrical En-
gineering. Because Merrimack is also a Liberal Arts College, the
humanities are not forgotten and each aspirant engineer is required
to elect courses in the fields of Philosophy, History and English as
well as courses in Physics, Mathematics and the many and varied
engineering subjects.
JOHN H. CRAWFORD, O.S.A.
A.B., Villanova University, 1921
M.A., Catholic University; 1924
Sc.D., LaSalle College, 1951
Dean, Division of Engineering
ARTHUR H. MALLON




B.S. in E.E., Catholic University, 1950








The two year and four year Secretarial Science Courses offer a
concentrated and intensive curriculum covering the many aspects of
the secretarial field. The prospective secretary acquires proficiency
in typing, shorthand, machine calculation, and general office procedure.
A proper integration of liberal arts courses provides the broadness of
background so necessary in today’s complex civilization. The student
enters the business world with the sure confidence of a highly trained
professional.
VIRGINIA G. O’NEIL
B.S., State Teachers College, Salem, 1913
M.Ed., Harvard University, 1952
Dean of W omen, Assistant Professor,
Secretarial Science
ANNA RADZUKINAS
B.S., Boston University, 1950
M.Ed., Boston University, 1951
Assistant Professor. Secretarial Science
LYDIA T. CARSE




“There's the bell and I still have two
flights to go!!”
SISTER MARY MARGARET, C.B.S., R.N.
Bon Sec'ours School of Nursing, Baltimore,
1937
B.S. in Nursing Education, Catholic
University, 1944
M.S. in Nursing, Catholic University, 1955
Assistant Professor, Nursing
The course of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Nursing is open to graduate nurses who are inter-
ested in furthering their education. This curriculum offers
an excellent opportunity for the nurse to add the study of the
humanities to her technical training and enables her to give
comprehensive nursing care in institutions and in the home.
This group of graduate
nurses seem to find the




Night school stuucnts enjoy
a luiinorouH discussion while
waiting for the next class to
hegin.
DOMINIC J. BERRA, O.S.A.
A.B., Villanova University, 1941
M.A., Catholic University, 1945




B.S. in B.A., Northeastern University, 1939
Special Lecturer, Accounting
Provisions have been made at Merrimack for the education
of those who would find it difficult to attend the regular ses-
sions. In the evening, courses are given which lead to Asso-
ciate Degrees in Arts or Business Administration and Certifi-
cates in Secretarial Science. During the summer months classes
are held for students who must make up required courses and
for teachers and others who wish to further their education.
PART TIME SESSIONS
MARY T. SULLIVAN
B.S., Salem Teachers College, 1943
Instructor, Secretarial Science
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Academic competence is, of course, of first importance,
but unless a person is able to live and work with others in
friendship and harmony his talents may never achieve
fruition. Hence the reason for the co- and extracurricular
activities.
In plenary session the Student Council thrashes out a pressing problem : M.
Barron, R. Yi esson, R. Mackey, R. Langevin, J. McColgan, J. Valeri, J. Baum,
E. Silvestri, R. Gilmore, Chairman.
STUDENT COUNCIL
The parent body of all student activities is the Stu-
dent Council. Elected representatives of the three
upper classes form a governing board for the regula-
tion and coordination of all co-and extracurricula clubs
and functions. Its duties include the supervision of
club and class elections, the organization of various
drives, the enforcement of campus regulations, and the
preparation of the annual college calendar. Moreover,
it is the final organ of student expression in relation to
the college administration on matters of mutual interest.
PHILOSOPHY CLUB
A recent addition to ex-
tra-curricular activity at
Merrimack is the Philoso-
phy Club, more commonly
known as the “INIetaquins.”
The club is composed of
Liberal Arts majors and
also those students whose
curriculum does not call for
philosophy courses.
The purpose of the club
is to familiarize its mem-
bers with scholastic philoso-
phy. These discussions in-
evitably stimulate intellec-
tual activity and make phil-
osophy a topic of “every
day” conversation.
Don Chabot’s discussion of Aristotle evokes varying responses from the serious-
minded members of the Philosophy Club.
CADUCEAN CLUB
“Caduceans” examine some of the Biology Department’s collection of zoological
and botanical exhibits.
The Caducean Club
was organized by the
members of the Biology
department in the fall
of 1954. The club, un-
der the proctorship of
Dr. John T. Lawlor,
chairman of the De-
partment of Biology,




tures of prominent bi-
ologists. Through such
activities the members




As an outlet for student literary endeavors and a
source of managerial experience the Warrior presents
a monthly coverage of newsworthy campus events.
Additional color is added by way of such feature items
as the colloquial expository “Coed’s Corner,” complete
sports coverage under “Sportlite,” the informative
“Things Literary,” and the “Chaplain’s Corner.” Edi-
Various skills are required for the publication of a
college newspaper. These are eonihined in the Edi-
torial Board which meets at frequent intervals to
assenihle the material to meet the deadline of the
torials provide a forum for student expression on sub-
jects ranging from politics to philosophy.
The Warrior is in one respect a printed document of
memorable events, a record of individual and group
accomplishment, a sounding board for new ideas, and
the most prominent media of campus communication.
Warrior: H. Foster, D. Scafard, J. Higgins, J. Mancy,
J. Valeri, Editor-in-Chief, F, MacDonald, R. Wesson,
R. Gilmore, L. DeSimone.
“Oh’’ shouts Betty, “my name is in the paper”
. . . “And she said” . . . Hmm this will make
good copy for Louise’s Coed’s Corner.
Frank MacDonald edits his sports’ column with
all the aplomh of a charter memher of the
Fourth Estate.
Gathering the facts is one of the most important functions of
a newspaper. Here Editor Valeri Ijriefs Warrior reporters on
coming newsworthy events to he covered in the next issue.
Major Staff: Seated—J. McNally, J. Broderick, R.
Breen, C. Kelly, J. Baum. Standing—A. Loiselle, F.
O’Connor, L. Sullivan.
John Monahan, Business Manager, eonfers with his
assistants, Ethel Lenardson and Jo Ann Baum.
Am Event!! The entire Merrimaekan staff in one plaee at one time. Front
Row—J. Broderick, J. Baum, C. Gulezian, I. Day, S. Williams, B. Reilly, D.
Scafard, E. Lenardson, R. Casale. J. Hahecker, V. D'Uurso, R. Gonsalves. Back
Roiv—J. Hackney. W. Maloney, R. Duggan, J. Lalumiere, V. Gomes, A. Rogers,
R. Langevin, M. Shaheen, P. Danas, D. Moynihan, P. Murray, J. Parent.
Photography Editors supervise the })}iotof;raplier in tiieir
customary “serious” manner.
Merriniachan reicriters in a weekly conference with the
Literary Editor.
In preparing the 1956 edition of the “Merrimackan,”
the staff has had one paramount aim: to present, in so
far as possible, the spiritual, the intellectual, and the
social activity at college. This has been accomplished,
largely, through a pictorial history of the past year’s
events.
The Yearbook is for the students, past and present,
who are making the College great, and for their rela-
tives, and also for prospective students who see a future
with us. It is also for those patrons who are interested
in knowing how a college is created, how its traditions
grow, and the kind of men and women who grow out
of it.
Camera catches typists busily banging out manuscript for the Merrimackan.
The Merrimackan
B-r-r-r-r-in^— “lUl moider da
bum, Boss!”
‘"Listen youse guys, wc can parlay dis Eoiwin character
into a 2>ile a dough!”
DRAMATICS
32
“All the World’s a Stage,” and indeed, there are many
parts to be played. The “On Stagers” of Merrimack
College have imbibed the thespian spirit of the great
dramatists—a tradition of all institutions of higher
learning. From the design of stage settings to the intri-
cacies of plot characterization, the dramatic society of
the College has systematically applied itself. This past
year has seen two major productions hit the boards:
“The Gentleman from Athens” directed by Mr. Thomas
Quinlan, and “Three Men on a Horse” directed by
Father Francis X. Smith, O.S.A.
“Honest, dear. Sweet Marie and Lucky
Lulu are only horses!”
“Chee, Patsy, ya didn’t lose da ten grand,
didja?”
Supplementing formal couses with
informal discussions, the members
of the Business Club familiarize
themselves with current business
trends.
The Board of Governors meets to
appraise “Tammany” Cleary’s
bookkeeping.
ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS CLUBS
The “Executive Suite” in Room #105. This
is the purpose of the Merrimack College Busi-
ness Club. Students majoring in economics,
marketing, business administration, accounting,
and secretarial science are afforded an oppor-
tunity through this organization to supplement
class discussions with informal talks given by
prominent businessmen and by field trips to
local offices. These activities are aimed to-
wards familiarizing the student with new trends
and preparing him to cope with the problems
of the business world.
The members of the Accounting Club meet to




Professor St. Germain's Political Science group pause before the Peaee Tower
on their way to Parliament at Ottawa.
Under the direction of Mr. St. Germain, .\s-
sistant Professor of Political Science, the Poli-
tical Science Club has participated in many
phases of political life. Lectures by experts in
public administration, town managers, and
active politicians have served to bring the
theory of classroom lectures down to every day
life. In addition to field trips to neighboring
towns and public institutions, a governmental
survey tour to Canada completed a highly suc-
cessful academic year. Members of the Political Science Club visit a Town Meeting to acquire
practical experience with the governmental processes.
Mannequins on parade
. . . The Annual Fashion
Show sponsored by the
Secretarial Science De-
partment.
The vibrant and personable
Dean of Women, Miss Virginia
O’Neill, inspires the expanding
activities of the Secretarial Sci-
ence Club.
The finale of the An-
nual Minstrel Show
places a fitting capstone
on a talent-ladened pro-
duction.
A satirical passage from






The Secretarial Science Club was organized in 1954 to
supplement the classroom work of the secretarial students
and provide a link with the business world. The activities
of the club are two-fold, educational and social including a
series of informative lectures, the annual Fashion Show,
Career Girls’ Luncheon, and the highly successful Minstrel
Show.
The Engineering Guild was organ-
ized in order to supplement the class-
room and laboratory work of our pros-
pective engineers. This has been ac-
complished by means of lectures by
prominent men in the field, excursions
to points of scientific interest and dis-
cussions by the students themselves.
The Guild also sponsors several social
and co-curricular activities throughout
the year, the most noteworthy of which
in the highly successful “Transit Trot.”
The one hundred and fifty ton testing machine enables the
young engineer to test engineering materials of all types.
ENGINEERING GUILD
AND BENZENE RING
Members of the Benzene Ring, pondering over a molecular
model, discuss the intricacies of cyclic compounds. Bill Mc-
Carthy exhibits an expression of wonderment at the ring bond-
age and the side chains of the compound in point.
rnmm
A student familiarizes himself with a
motor generator, taking data for char-
acteristic curves.
The Benzene Ring, a student affilia-
tion of the American Chemical Society,
was founded by the college’s chemistry
students under the advisorship of Dr.
Laurence Frizzel. By way of bimonthly
meetings opportunities are provided for
student discussion of current develop-
ments in the scientific fields with sup-




At Merrimack College, religion is both an academic study
and a guide for every day living. It provides an unchanging
standard for the individual and society and serves as a weapon
against the spread of secularism and communism which are so
prevalent in the world today. The students are thoroughly
instructed in the tenets of Divine Revelation and the principles
of Catholic morality by the Augustinian Fathers. The im-
portance of putting into practice all the theory of classroom
work is stressed at every turn.
Under the capable direction of Reverend James E. Hannan,
O.S.A., our college chaplain, the religious organizations at Mer-
rimack College function smoothly and efficiently. The Fra-
ternity of the Holy Name is composed of the men on campus
and is associated with the Holy Name Societies of their home
parishes. Its members strive to promote reverence and respect
for the Holy Name of Jesus. The co-eds are members of the
Sodality of Our Mother of Good Counsel which seeks to in-
crease devotion to Our Blessed Mother. The Cana Society
was established for the benefit of our married students and is
again becoming active due to their increased numbers at
Merrimack. These religious organizations work either singly
or as a combined unit to sponsor social activities and to par-






As is most fitting, each fall term is opened with a three day retreat
and at the beginning of the second semester a Day of Recollection
is held. During the year, every student has the opportunity to assist
at daily Mass and Communion in the newly erected Collegiate Church
of Christ the Teacher, the gift of our beloved Archbishop. There are
also weekly novena devotions and Benediction of the Blessed Sacra-
ment to which all students are invited.
The results of the Annual Holy Name Break'
fast seem encouraging.
Confessions are heard at the convenience of students in





Sports are a popular and effective way of building
healthy bodies and of instilling the qualities of sportsman-
ship and resilience. The program of athletics is designed
to afford all students an opportunity to engage in their
favorite pastime, both as participants and as loyal but fair
rooters.
BASKETBALL
The mad scramble erupts as Bill
Nestor and Jack McDaid jump
for possession of the hall.
The cheerleaders, always the staunch and stalwart supporters of the hasketball
team, appear to he more than slightly perturbed at the goings-on on the floor.
William Nestor
Captain
The swish of basket after basket has become a familiar sound as
the Merrimack Warriors, spirited by Captain Bill Nestor, have
made an impressive record this year. In his first full season as hoop
mentor Coach Harrington has developed a team of veterans
strengthened by outstanding freshman prospects. Lacking a tall
middle-man, the Warriors substituted an amazing exhibition of
ball-hawking and ball-handling, playing a hard brand of ball
throughout the season. The familiar forms of Nestor, Zappella,
Gomes and Hackney fought every inch of the way, as the cheering
fans roared their approval.
Dec.
Varsity Basketball Squad
Front Roiv—V. Gomez, F. Zappela, J. Hackney, J. Bell, F. Col-
lopy, H. Goodrow. Back Row—W. Nestor, L. Denietrolakas,
R. Twomey, J. McDaid, E. Graezyk, C. Samataro.
Jan.
1 65 Mas.sacliuscits Maritime 63
3 65 Norwicli 1 iiivcr.sily . 84
5 90 Na.ssoii (iollcgi? . 79
8 48 St. Michaers College 70
9 37 Norwich 1 iiivcr.sitv . . 53
13 62 Lowell Tech . . 60
It 61 Keene .State Teachers .... . . 77
3 94 Salem State . 92
5 96 Suffolk University 95
7 70 Plvmouth State 88
11 90 Stonehill College . 95
20 70 Lowell Tech 86
25 52 St. An-selm’s College . 94
28 73 New England College . . .. 55
30 71 Plymouth State . 63
2 71 Fairfield 1 niversitv . 80
8 72 Assumption College 84
10 84 Curry College . . 51
11 46 St. Anselm’s College . . 74
16 81 Bradford-Durfee Tech. 56
18 59 Stonehill College . . 74
21 68 Suffolk University . 88
25 52 Assumption College . . 57
2 72 Bradford-Durfee Tech. . . . . 76
Wa-a-ay up ... a long stretch.
“Watch him—he’s dead on push-shots.”
“Leaping Louie'’ outjumps opposition.
Roger Tu'omey scrambles for a high rehound.
“Relax fellows, I’ve got this one.”
“Noiv if I can just get by those big hands.”
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INTRAMURALS
The boys' ansiver to the modern dance class.
The camera s eye picks up a foul that the referee misses
For those sports enthusiasts whose ability or curricu-
lum does not permit participation in varsity sports an
extensive intramural program has been established.
Well organized basketball teams comprise an interclass
league whose prime characteristics are individual team
spirit and sharp sportsman-like rivalry. The intra-
mural league provides the stimulus for the development
of a genuine competitive spirit, the will to win and the
ability to accept defeat gracefully.
It,
The intramural sports program is not confined to indoor
activity.
Not if Frank can help
HOCKEY
One of the brighter spots on the growing
Merrimack campus is the new outdoor hockey
rink. Planned and built by Father Paul Tha-
bault and several interested students, the rink
is equipped with lights for night games. Com-
pletely outfitted with new uniforms, the team
is busily preparing for college competition.
I
The Merrimack W arriors' forward line anxiously
waits for the |)uck to j)ress home the charge.
I
i
Front R.OU". J. ]VIcColgan, P. Criffin, J. Twoinev (Ca])t.'), . Rand, C. Levesque.
Hnek Row: Fr. Fhahault. L. Hamel, A. Shannon, A. IMorneau, L. O'Keefe, M. Car-
rington, E. Roche, Vi'. Townc, Vi . McDonald, J. Burns (Mgr.)
TENNIS
Tennis is the sport voted “most likely to con-
dition the reflexes,” and Art Rogers and his
team are really on their toes. With several years
of experience and an enlarged roster, the squad
achieved the best winning percentage of any
Merrimack team.
“T/iJs is one of those new nylon nets”—members
of the Tennis Team compare rackets as they
prepare for a game.
SKIING
Whether novice, weekender, or expert, a member of
the ski club finds real pleasure in the adventurous chal-
lenge of daring ski runs.
A weekend of thrills, spills, and healthful enjoyment
is provided by frequent trips to the white slops of New
hlampshire.
In preparation, the club sponsors instruction sessions
which teach skiing from the most basic to the most in-
tricate techniques. Through this program the club
provides the student an opportunity to display the
sporsmanship so vital to a well-balanced personality.
The annual Ski Trip affords many “Merri-
mackans” the opportunity to spend their mid-




Our Freshmen! What would college be
without them? Scared and bewildered they
arrived on campus in September and after
solving the many problems associated with
registration they donned beanies and buttons
and took on the trials of the orientation period.
The sophomore Orientation Committee mem-
bers and Student Court were the dread of all
frosh who followed any course but the one
prescribed in the college handbook. With the
Orientation Dance came freedom from the per-
secution of the sophomores and a chance to
prove to the upperclassmen that the Class of
’59 was one which would leave its mark in the
history of INIerrimack College. Their versa-
tility in the V’ariety Show and enthusiastic
participation in college activities promise well
for the future.
trial
The end of the Orienta-
tion Period brings the
shedding of beanies and
buttons. Exhuberant
freshmen exhibit their
joy in a stomping party.
Perhaps the most frequent offense against the “Freshman Code”
is negligence in the wearing of “Regs.” Violators have their
punishment meted out to them l)y the student Court, to the
amusement of the upperclassmen.
punishment
Front Rote: M. McWalters, M. Perrault, E. Deignan, P. McNulty,
M. Sipsey, J. Wilkie, R. Parenti, J. Murtagh, C. Kelly, B.
LaBelle, G. Cuglielmino. Second Row: D. Lovely, L. Bannish,
F. LaPlanle, A. DePietro, D. Hegarty, P. Fleming, A. Trembly,
E. Audesse, D. Ciardello, W. Gemmell, J. Buckley, T. Lee,
J. White, W. Bowen, R. Schwartz, E. Kenney. Third Row:
J. Gallant. A. McEvoy. Third Row: R. Picard, P. Murphy,
J. Mathews. .T. Scanlan, A. Potvin, W. Levandowski, R.
Prendible, L. Lane, P. Poitras, G. Roy, J. Kelly, J. Keating,
A. Michaud. Back Row: A. Wihry, F. Zappala, W. Towne,
F. Moriarty, J. O’Reilly, E. Hession.
R. Countie, J. Guay, P. Barker, B. Lemoine, W. Costello, D.
Beeman, F. Kennedy, G. Murphy, J. .Iordan, W. Ferguson,
J. Sullivan, B. Whelan, B. Martin. Back Rotv: W. Darmody,
E. Saliba, N. O’Regan, N. Mullick, F. Axford, N. Lacerte, P.
Raymond.
Front Row: E. Lebor, 1. Des Roches, R. Snyder, D. Devaney,
M. Sullivan, K. Coneeney, M. Bajak, B. Gildea, M. MePhee,
J. Traverse, N. Cormier. Second Row: A. Jean, R. Coty, J.
Belanger, D. Murray, J. Hawkins, J. Higgins, D. Di Tullio,
P. Arslanian, J. Donlan, A. Nazzaro, R. Carrara, J. Doheny,
Front Roiv: P. Cyr. W. Giardini, J. LaBranche, B. Ruocco, J.
Cleary, L. Henwood, S. Ferry, P. Suchanek, R. Beaupre, J.
Whitely, M. Durand. Second Rotv: J. Barton, J. Hartnett,
P. Mailhot, J. Rosinski, J. LaBerge, P. Desmond, R. Twoniey,
R. L’ltalien, J. Bell, J. McCauley, R. Desmarais, A. Boisvert,
T. Tobin, C. Beaulieu. Third Rote: F. LaMontagne, L. Pettoruto,
J. Quinn. J. Reynolds, J. Marquis, R. Sequin, C. Ives, R.
Shannon. R. Winn. F. Nocera. Rack Rote: R. Liss, T. Kelley,
R. MacAllister, L. Zoinpa, F. Scaff, R. Picard, N. Rogers.
R. Neville. E. Bies, D. Twomey, P. McLaughlin, R. Cyr, W.
Rand, H. Goodrow, D. Ciardello, P. Anderson, G. Saliba. Bach
Rotv: R. Carenti, A. Coco, T. Ippolito, A. De Feo, P. Palmese,
J. Paboojian, J. Carelli, J. Abatecola.
Front Rote: J. Henneberry, C. Mylott, J. Bouchard, P. Murphy,
M. Wood, A. Rand. B. Sheehan. J. Kelleher, J. Mulready,
.1. .Anderson, J. Harding. Second Rote: M. Carrington, F. Barrett,
F. Curry, J. McGurn. R. Schlesinger, C. Samataro. J. W'alsh,
J. Snedeker, B. Flynn, E. Ogiba, A. Fyfe. Third Rotv: A. Cieri,
Front Row: M. Mclnnis, N. Santagati, S. Welch, L. Cavallaro,
M. Barrett, D. Hurd, E. Murphy, J. Valeri, C. Filteau, F,
Marquis, M. Burns. Second Row: J. Gilhooley, H. Crumley,
R. Burke, J. Klufts, D. Boyle, D. Moriarty, J. Cuddy, P. Murphy,
M. Rotondo, R. Henry, J. Santosuosso, E. Quinn, D. Mahoney,
J. Connolly. Back Row: J. Madigan, P. Fili, D. Zamhuto,
C. Carroll, B. Scully, R. Dalton, M. Sullivan, R. Mclnnis,
P. Durkin.
T. Ditto. Third Row: J. Malone, F. Trelegan, J. Mahoney,
W. Mendes, J. Dunigan, T. Kelly, S. Stepin, R. McKinnon,
M. Doherty, P. Colline, R. Beaton, R. Pauline. Back Rotv:
A. Kenyon, A. Ginchereau, J. Etsel, J. Kelly, R. Boisvert.
Front Row: S. McMahon, P. Mack, R. Burke, M. Scott, G.
De Bettincourt, Y. Enaire, J. Sauerwein, M. Feinen, R. Bellia,
M. Dwyer, A. D’Urso, M. Driscoll. Second Row: J. Kennedy,
W. Back, M. Ciccarelli, C. Piscopo, C. Hatem, F. McCahe,
M. Karram, N. Corey, A. Bernadin, D. DeNuncio, J. O’Neil,
SOPHOMORES
Class Officers: Seated—Rowena Gonsalves, Secretary. Standinf^—Pat
Canihria, Vice-President; Bol) McLaughlin, Treasurer; Joe Hackney,
President.
Veil’ methods are constantly being de-
vised to obtain evidence on Freshmen
offenders.
Those 8:30 classes don’t seem to bother our “Cascia girls.”
With an air of rank superiority, a vivacious and
excited group returned to the Merrimack Campus to
commence their term as sophomores. It was their
happy lot to reign supreme, as Orientation Commit-
tee members, over the poor bewildered freshmen.
Not only did they act as guards to enforce the wear-
ing of “beanies ’n buttons” but they performed a
congenial task in assisting the new students in their
difficult adjustments to the routine of college life.
The lively spirit of this class has manifested itself
in many successful social functions sponsored by
them.
Front Row: N. Moschetto, L. DiTommaso, C. Bousquet, M.
Arnold, M. McGralh, M. McCail, I. Rheaume, P. Trainor, J.
Habecker, A. Doiron, R. Gallant. Second Row: E. Salem,
A. Ratte, D. Shea, N. Bourgeois, E. Turcotte, C. Byrne, J. Fitz-
gerald, A. Fournier, R. Jette, D. Fortuna. Back Row: N,
Rheaume, M. Cronin, J. Cronin, P. Brenner, R. Lemoine, J.
Hackney, B. Rennick.
The parlor at Cascia Hall provides a pleasant atmosphere where Sophomores
meet informally to make plans for the Orientation Dance.
Front Row: L. Murphy, E. Dondero, P. Milliken, D. Daignnult,
P. Maney, E. Beletski, T. Labrerque, A. Carter, J. Cuddy,
B. McEvoy. Second Roic: K. Catalano, A. Sapuppo, D. Scaf-
ard, M. D'Urso. S. Williams, C. Jardis, M. Ballo, M. Duggan,
P. Murtagh, C. Bellia, K. Sliney. Third Row: J. Cassidy,
D. Sheehan, R. Coombs, J. Forty, A. Bushco, J, McColgan,
D. DeAdder, D. Collins, R. Taglieri, R. Belanger, J. Burns.
Back Row: D. Cartier, T. Ryan, B. Beaulieu, B. Boland, R.
Carbin, L. Murphy.
E. Roche. Third Row: J. Burke, W. McCann, P. Flanagan,
D. Ahearn, R. Burke, R. Thompson, S. Walsh, R. Blanchette,
L. Lambert, J. Murphy. Back Row: B. Duggan, R. Drummond,
H. Widmer, V. Gomes, A. Bourdelais, W. Cahill, J. Sauce.
Front Row: J. Buckley, H. Rourke, A. Reardon, E. Glidden,
L. Watkinson. M. Donohue, M. Collins, E. Hannon, M. Pierce,
E. Ennis, P. Donahue. Second Row: A. Poitras, D. Pecorella,
Morin. D. Sanguedolee, M. Dowe, S. Scully, B. Scanlon,
T. Beglev, J. Liss, D. Lamoureux, A. Piantidosi, D. Gallant,
r\ O
Front Rotv: B. Bilapka, R. Couto, M. Forrest, P. Liberge, M.
Craewick, S. Nassar, M. Tierney, J. Sullivan, E. Kelly, M.
Falvey. Second Row: L. Hamel, R. Hatem, C. Levesque, W.
Stewart, J. Collins, R. Christman, C. Lopiano, R. Kane, R.
Chasse, P. Cambria. Third Row: R. McLaughlin, G. Gallant,
ley, J. Lynch. Third Row: R. Powers, C. Powers, R. Quirk,
L. Ferris, P. Fennel, L. Lacroix, R. Lacroix, L. DuPuis, J.
Carpenter, K. Ring. Back Row: L. Flanagan, J. Coneeney,
B. Hyland, J. Riley, J. Forsman, R. Clark, J. Murphy.
D. Marois, J. Butler, J. DeCaro, J. McComiskey, J. Doherty,
P. Callanan, E. Endyke, D. Doherty, G. Ellis. Back Row: R. St.
George, R. Loranger, D. McCarthy, T. Hearn, E. Hikel, J.
Ellis, E. Carbin.
Front Row: G. Braun, 1. Day, J. Dorsey, M. Forde, C. Monte-
bianchi, R. Gonsalves, D. McCall, R. Casale, W. Blekiki, L.
Murphy. Second Row: J. Cassidy, T. Ahern, B. Breshnahan,
R. Morency, L. Flynn, L. O’Keefe, P. Kiernan, R. Bachorowski,
F. Nolan, E. Graczyie, D. Kowalski, R. Arundel, B. Cording-
JUNIORS
The Juniors—a personification of that “old college
try”—a streak of energy when there’s a job to be done
—a united group of scholars with a light of frivolity
in their eyes. As upperclassmen they have made that
all important choice of a field of concentration and as
a result have spent long hours in the library and lab-
oratory doing the research associated with their newly
acquired status. They have taken on important posi-
tions of leadership in the Student Council, the staffs of
our publications, the field of sports and in the clubs
connected with the various courses. The social high-
light of the year was, of course. Junior Week with the
planting of the class tree, sports day, parent’s night,
and the memorable Promenade.
Ed Sylvestri—“Mr. Dependable” of the Junior
Class.





Lively faces—proof that in-
terest in a spirited class dis-






Class mvotinp's keep the officers on their toes, explainiiifi ainl defendin'; tlicir
policies l)cfore their constituents. Meinhers of the Junior (dass wait for Presi-
dent Axfort! s rcaetion to a su^Kestion.
Front Roiv: A. Rustino, J. Pin:ii-d, \ . D Urso, J. Gibson, J
McCarthy, M. Connors, M. Chiarenza, R. Dardano, M. Me
Aiiliffe, N. O'Callaghan. Second Rote: P. Voisine, A. Rogers
F. Sullivan, R. Cahill, E. Young, J. Sullivan, E. Haijar, E
Front Rote: C. Ford, N. Duncan, L. LeBlanc, D. Beauparlant
P. Kenny, M. Finnegan, M. Brosnan, M. Williams, R. Damp
house. Second Row: A. Lehoeuf, C. Ciardello, W. Maguire
Sylveslri, J. Chandonnel, Rack Row: Art Bower, Joe O’Riordan,
Tom Davies, D. Martin, J. Sullivan, C. Loucraft, B. O’Brien,
J. Pappalardo.
B. Cahill, P. Turrisi, J. Maney, J. Ziminski, R. Nealy. Back
Row: T. Amari, M. Casale, R. Salach, L. Morneau, J. Amante,
F.MacDonald, C. Reitano, N. Dugas.
Front Row: J. Chechowilz, J. Collins, S. Sullivan, C. Whitely,
G. Fahey, C. Mann, A. Linnehan, L. Castle, S. Kalil. Second
Row: M. Daley, E. Perrault, P. Regan, J. Sanford, M. Piazza,
A. Conley, K. DesChenes, M. McSweeney, J. Calderone. Back
Row: L. De Simone, J. McCarron, E. Sauriol, R. Lacerte, P.
Boucher, E. Mercier, B. Cantwell, W. McCarthy.
D. Burke, L. Provencher, P. Cooke, J. McDaid, R. L’ltalien.
Back Row: J. Willett, T. Flynn, B. Britien, R. Brady, D.
Mackey, L. Palmisano, J. Mclnnis.
Front Row: R. Reidy, J. Coppinger, C. Markey, J. Donovan,
S. Di Benedetto, M. Hanlon, B. Reilly, L. Pothier, J. Fen-
nessey. Second Row: A. Andrus, J. Valeri, A. Finocchiaro,
Dances
“Parfait,” appears to be
the expression describing
the luncheon served at the
Junior-Senior Tea Dance.
The beautifully appointed Sheraton-Plaza Hotel
provided a suitable decor for the Tea Dance,
the social highlight of the year.
Joe Pappalardo's rich baritone voice is much in demand
at all of Merrimack's social activities.
W:
Jane and Joe Frosh—Claire Fil-
teau and Jimmy Bell, present
their interpretation of the
Mamho, symholizing the close
of Orientation.
The Orientation Dance, is the most pop-
ular informal of the year. Barbara and
Joe, however, appear to he oblivious of
the swirl about them.
Hoiv fitting to begin Junior eck ^vith the Mass celehratccl by the class mod-
erator, Father Murray, in the inspiring chapel of Austin Hall.
Leo Galeazzi and his two chic daughters are beaming proof to those waiting
in line for Frank's coffee and doughnuts that it is all worthwhile.
WeekJunilor
Preparations for Junior Week were begun early in
the fall semester and after the unanimous decision to
make this week one of the most outstanding social
events in the history of the college, work was begun in
earnest. As was most fitting, the week opened with
iMass on Sunday in the new Collegiate Church of Christ
the Teacher. Then in rapid succession followed the
official planting of the class tree, sports day with its
many spirited contests. Parents’ Night when we offered
our parents a token of our appreciation for their many
sacrifices in our behalf, the gala Junior Prom which
had as its setting the decor of the beautiful Caribbean
isles, and the long awaited Junior Dinner Dance, the
social highlight of the year, held at the Parker House
Roof.
Traditional tree planting . . . and we chose a weeping
willow!
Rosemary Pert Marshall checks to see that all is well at
Parents’ Night.
Sports Day
Bursting 'energy and last minute spurts lent excitement to Sports Day.
The Winners! Front Ron-—J. Williams, E. Collins, J. Twomey, J.
\\ alker, G. Riley, R. Anstiss. Second Roiv—T. Tivnan, A. Doiron, W.
MacDonald, R. Langevin, F. Collopy, A. Doiron, J. Powers.
Prom
Grand March? Well, of course! If the class officers in the foreground are
representative of the atmosphere of the Junior Prom, then everyone had a
Ball-l-l-l.
Louie seems to have had a hectic evening, but lovely
Mary Ellen, Queen of the Junior Prom, looks spark-
ling. A technicolor relief map of the Caribbean area pro-
vided a spectacular entrance to our make-believe
island cruise. Jean and Leo admire the handiwork.
The regal setting of the
Parker House Roof
added a perfect, but
final, touch to our Jun-
ior Week.
Beautiful Montago Bay provides an en-
chantinj: l)ackground for the guests at
the Junior Prom,
and Dinner Dance
“Tammany” in action. Need we say
more?
The cosmopolitan decor of the Parker House Ballroom befits the elegance
of the Dinner Dance.
Class President Mai Hart and his date ascend





Senior President Jack Twomey
and his date seem oblivious to
the decor.
Colorful gowns and happy faces
make for a gay evening.
A Senior beauty makes a grand
entrance.
Interniission finds a happy group of
Seniors clustering around the refresh-
ment tal)le—so dainty ... so piquant.
There she is .. . Queen of the Ball ... in regal splendor
. . . and Leo so proud, (“I knew it all the time”) . . . the
class of 1956 has completed its social calendar.
The festivities of the “Snowflake Dance”
were highlighted hy the colorful Grand
March. The tempo changes, the orches-
tra swings into a waltz, the spell is
broken.
man.
His Excellency Francis Car-
dinal Spellman and His
Eminence Archbishop Cush-
ing exchange cordialities as
Father McQuade looks on.
The climax of four years of
arduous studies is reached
as His Eminence congratu-
lates those who have re-
ceived their degrees.
Eugene Barrett is presented
his degree hy the President
of the College, the Very
Reverend Vincent A. Mc-
Quade, as Joseph Bachar-
owski greets Cardinal Spell-
The graduation exercises of the Fifth Commencement of Merrimack College
began with the baccalaureate services on the evening of June 3, 1955. The
Very Reverend James Hurley, O.S.A., Pastor and Prior of Saint Mary’s
Church in Lawrence, delivered the sermon. The student choir chanted the
music for the Solemn High Mass celebrated by the Very Reverend Vincent
A. McQuade, O.S.A., Ph.D., President of the College, on Saturday morning.
Inclement weather made it necessary to transfer the conferral of diplomas
from the quadrangle to the Church of Christ the Teacher. The academic
procession of the graduates, alumni and honorary alumni, the administration
and distinguished guests filed through the halls of the College to the rostrum
presided over by His Excellency, the Most Reverend Richard J. Cushing, D.D.,
Archbishop of Boston. Some seventy-three candidates received Bachelor
degrees in Liberal Arts, Chemistry, Medical Technology, Business Adminis-
tration and Civil Engineering; eighteen Certificates in Secretarial Studies, and
eight in the Part-time Division. The guest of honor, and recipient of an
Honorary Degree of Doctor of Laws was His Eminence, the Most Reverend
Francis Cardinal Spellman, D.D., Archbishop of New York, who delivered
the Commencement Address.
the honored guests, faculty,
and graduating students in
the Collegiate Church of
Christ the Teacher.
The eloquent Valedictorian







Bachelor of Arts Pre-Medical
Sodality 3,4 .. . Caducean Club 3,4 .. . Benzene
Ring 3,4.
Infectious laugh . . . transfer from Regis . . .
always has a twinkle in her eye . . . drives a
long, long Packard . . . one of the “jellybeans”





Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Merrimackan 3 . . . Warrior 3 . . . Sodality
1,2,3 . . . Debating 1 . . . Sailing 2 . . . Re-
publican 1.
Disarming smile . . . delights in story-telling
with gestures . . . manages to read while knit-
ting . . . rigid adherent to systematic procedure
. . . sparkling blue eyes . . . “coveted” first seat




Bachelor of Science Accounting
Accounting Club 1,2,3 (V.-Pres.) . . . Holy
Name 1,2,3 . . . Hockey 2,3.
Rabid and rapid conversationalist . . . backbone
of student cheering section at basketball games
. . . very dependable . . . wants a track at Mer-
rimack more than anything . . . w'ill be a boon
to the business world.
MARY ELLEN BARKER
54 South Pine Street
Bradford, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science
Class Secretary 3 . . . Sodality 1,2,3,4 (Pres.)
. . . Ski Club 1,2,3,4 (Treas.).
A dimpled miss . . . small stature belies tre-
mendous power on the ski slopes . . . cute as
a button . . . wide-eyed . . . “Really!” . . .
takes teasing good naturedly . . . full of energy




Bachelor of Arts Economics
Student Council 3,4 (Sec.-Treas.) . . . Business
Club 4 . . . Sodality 1,2,3,4 . . . Literary Club
2,3.
Unperturbed . . . livens up every class with
staunch personal opinions . . . “but Father” . . .
takes frequent coffee breaks . . . always sees






Bachelor of Arts History
Merrimackan 2,3,4 . . . Warrior 2,3,4 . . . Student
Council 4 . . . Debating Society 1,2 (Sec.) . . .
Philosophy Club 3,4 (Sec.).
Perennial hook carrier . . . “sure you ran bor-
row niy ink” . . . adds color to the “Shrine of





Bachelor of Arts History
Merrimackan 3,4 (Editor-in-Chief ) . . . Young
Democrats 2,3,4 . . . Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4
. . . Vice-President of Class 3.
A great organizer . . . active in all phases of
college life . . . fun-loving . . . enjoys emphasiz-
ing the advantages of a liberal arts education




Bachelor of Science Marketiiift
Dramatic Club 3,4 (V.-Pres.) . . . Marketing
Club 3,4 . . . Holy Name Society 3,4 . . . Intra-
mural Basketball 2,3,4.
Tall and blond . . . relaxation personified . . .
never without his red pencil . . . always a gen-
tleman . . . one of Salem’s stalwart sons and




Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Young Democrats 1,2,3,4 . . . Holy Name Society
1,2,3,4 . . . Cana Society 4 . . . Chairman, Senior
Dinner Dance.
The Colonel . . . typical son of Erin even though
he speaks German fluently . . . quiet and like-
able . . . tireless behind the scenes worker . . .





Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Holy Name Society 3,4 .. . Sociology Club 3,4.
One of the Lowell crew . . . transferred from
Boston College . . . talented cartoonist ... on
the night shift at a local newspaper . . . re-
served and well-mannered . . . quite a sense
of humor.
JUNE F. BRODERICK
522 South Main Street
Bradford, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Arts History
Dramatic Cluh 1,2,3,4 (Pres.) . . . Philosophy
Club 3 (Treas.) 4 . . . Merrimackan 3,4.
Keeps complete card files . . . pleasant and very
capable . . . participates in all dramatic activi-
ties . . . versatile . . . can be relied on to say




Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramural Bas-
ketball 1,2,3,4 . . . Holy Name 1,2,3 . . . Choral
Society 3.
“Kev” . . . comedian of the engineers . . .
“Whad’ya say?” ... a ladies man . . . firmly
believes that W'orry is a waste of time . . .




Bachelor of Arts English
Literary Club 2,3,4 (Pres.) . . . Philosophy
Club 3 (Pres.) 4.
Well-read . . . boasts an extensive vocabulary
. . . ready smile and a hearty laugh . . . has
many ideas about the betterment of the edu-





Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . Philosophy Cluh
4 (Pres.) . . . Holy Name 1,2,3,4 . . . Debating
Society 3 . . . Choral Society 3.
Quick witted . . . deep, deep voice . . . sports
car enthusiast . . . “It’s a Volkswagen !” . . .
good natured sarcasm . . . devoted member of




Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Benzene Ring 3 . . . Sodality 1,2,3 . . . Ski
Club 1 . . . Choral Society 1 . . . Orientation
Committee 2.
Always a lady . . . soft voice ... a social science
major with a flair for chemistry . . . does the
TIMES crossword puzzle faithfully . . . pretty





Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2.3,4 (Pres.) . . . V arsity
Basketball 1,2,3.4 . . . Sailing Club 3,4.
“Hooker” . . . smooth man on ihe dance floor
. . . sets pace for the engineers . . . boundless
enthusiasm and proficiencies . . . goes all out
for Merrimack . . . quick wilted ... a popular




Bachelor of Arts History
Young Republicans 1,2.3,4 . . . Political Science
Club 3,4 .. . Merrimackan 4.
Gay and debonair . . . thrives on the latest
men's fashions. “How can you be so naive?”
. . . sabotages philosophy classes with astound-
ing disquisitions . . . already has ticket for first




Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Sodality 1,2.3 . . . Young Republicans 1 . . .
Ski Club 1,2.
Soft-spoken . . . boasts a beautiful wardrobe
. . . here are you going?” . . . infectious
giggle . . . favorite rendezvous by the coke ma-
chine . . . buys the TIMES but never caught





Bachelor of Science Marketing
Busi ness Club 3,4 .. . Cana Society 4 . . . Ac-
counting Club 3.
The breadwinner for the wife and kiddies . . .
just makes it to classes . . . likes powerful cars
and super highways . . . insists on early morn-




Bachelor of Arts Economics
Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4 . . . Y'oung Re-
publicans 3,4 . . . Business Club 4 . . . Ski Club
2,3.
Appears quiet at first glance . . . but w'e know
better . . . wears sports clothes well . . . win-
ning smile . . . shudders at mention of the name






Bachelor of Science Accounting
Young Democrats 1,2,3,4 . . . Accounting Club
3,4 .. . Business Club 3,4.
Delights in a good argument . . . famous for
rendition of “Mobile” . . . always takes an ac-
tive part in Sports Day .... staunch class sup-






Bachelor of Arts Biology
Merrimackan 4 . . . Caducean Club 3,4 .. .
Sodality 1,2,3.
“That’s just too much!” . . . petite yet compe-
tent in handling a big Buick ... a good worker
. . . spends most of her time in the biology lab
in Sullivan Hall . . . pleasant smile . . . likes
high heels and fancy earrings.
College
LOUIS J. DEMETROULAKOS
182 Mt. Vernon Street
Lowell, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Arts Biology
Varsity Basketball 2,3,4 . . . Dramatic Club 3,4
. . . Caducean Club 3,4 .. . Key Club 4.
“Gentleman from Athens” . . . ambition in life
is to prove that Greece is superior to Ireland
. . . gray flannel suit and a striped tie . . . “Sure
I will” . . . big man on the campus . . . welcome
anywhere.
MEREDITH L. DERCK
4613 Belmont Park Terrace
Nashville, Tennessee
Bachelor of Arts History
Sodality 1,2,3,4 . . . Sailing Club 2,3 .. . Ski
Club 2,3.
Never in a hurry . . . soft-spoken . . . one of the
Cascia girls . . . lends whole-hearted support
to every basketball game . . . unruffled always





Bachelor of Science Marketing
Tennis Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Marketing Club 3,4
. . . Holy Name 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramural Basket-
ball 1,2,3,4.
The great pacifier . . . exemplifies perpetual
motion . . . Ambassador from Salem . . . has
a good word for everybody . . . beat up white






Bachelor of Arts Pre-Medical
Caducean Club 3,4 (Treas.) . . . Young Repub-
licans 2,3,4 . . . Benzene Ring 2,3,4.
Quiet and unassuming . . . not worried about
the rising price of haircuts . . . very agreeable
. . . enjoys lab, but not so much of it . . . en-




Bachelor of Science Accounting;
Young Republicans 2.3,4 . . . Accounting Club
2.3,4 . . . Business Club 3,4.
A family man . . . strong political convictions
. . . sported striking moustache for hometown
centennial . . . hard-working and sincere . . .
conscientious policeman in spare time . . . “The
Democrats haven’t got a chance!”
WILLIAM R. FANNING
1 16 Locust Street
Danvers, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . Holy Name So-
ciety 1,2,3.
A happy-go-lucky individual . . . rather quiet,
but when he speaks he’s usually right . . .
never quite seems to hit the religion exams
though . . . jovial and good-natured . . . always
willing to pitch in and help.
HOWARD E. FOSTER
85 South Bowdoin Street
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Manager, Varsity Basketball 2,3,4 . . . Holy
Name Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Business Club 3,4.
Easy to get along with . . . quiet humor . . .
master of stagecraft . . . versatile . . . character-
istic whistle . . . efficient manager . . . keeps the





Bachelor of Science Accounting
Accounting Club 1.2,3,4 . . . Holy Name Society
1,2,3,4 . . . Merrimackan 4.
His love of life evidenced by occasional out-
bursts of song . . . punctual enough to set the
clocks by ... a rabid sports fan . . . master





Bachelor of Arts Economics
Student Council 4 (Pres.) . . . Warrior 1,2.3,4
(Editor-in-Chief) . . . Varsity Basketball 2,3.
The “executive” type . . . has a knack for writ-
ing potent editorials . . . spent two years in
Japan . . . will never get lost on the Ginza . . .





Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Sociology Club 2,3,4 . . . Holy Name Society
1,2,3,4 . . . Tennis Club 2,3,4.
Conservative . . . looks distinguished with a
pipe . . . reminisces about the Navy . . . pleas-
ant disposition . . . soft spoken . . . runs into





Bachelor of Science Marketing
Marketing Club 2,3,4 . . . Holy Name Society
1,2,3,4 . . . Intramural Basketball 2,3,4.
Always has a topic for conversation . . . famous
reconditioned white bucks . . . would make a
good politician . . . intensely interested in cur-
rent events . . . devours the NEW YORK




Bachelor of Arts History
Class President 3 . . . Political Science Club
2,3,4 . . . Merrimackan 3,4.
A deep thinker . . . delights in teasing ... he
and “Greenie” (his car) barely make the hills
... a part-time detective . . . neat dresser . . .
seldom without a smile . . . will agree with




Bachelor of Science Medical Technology
Holy Name Society 1,2,3 . . . Caducean Club 3
. . . Dramatic Club 1,2,3.
A ladies man . . . “When I was in Norfolk!”
. . . strong attraction for colored shirts . . .
likes summer school ... a mainstay of the





Bachelor of Science Medical Technology
Benzene Ring 1,2,3 . . . Caducean Club 3 . . .
Sodality 1.2,3.
Somewhat shy . . . ‘‘Do you know anything?”
. . . good student . . . faithful to lab experi-
ments . . . spent Senior year interning at local
hospital ... a devoted organic chemistry stu-




Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Benzene Ring 1,2,3,4 . . . Sodality 1,2,3,4 . . .
Ski Club 1,2,3,4.
The distraught chemist . . . long, long eyelashes
. . . “Oh, kids, really!” . . . sympathetic listener
. . . earnest and sincere . . . hates to be called




Bachelor of Arts History
Political Science Club 3,4 . . . Sodality 3,4 .. .
Dramatic Club 3,4.
Personable and understanding . . . captivating
Irish grin . . . has a great liking for anything
political . . . maintains a well-balanced per-
spective of the sublime and ridiculous ... al-




Bachelor of Science Business Administration
Holy Name Society 3,4 . . . Business Club 3,4.
Dry sense of humor . . . noted for personal ob-
servations in class . . . partial to teasing . . .
authority on the French language and customs
. . . has a deep respect for the Arts . . . aspires




Bachelor of Arts Economics
Holy Name Society 1,2.3,4 . . . Y^oung Demo-
crats 3,4 .. . Business Club 3,4.
Usually sports a bow tie . . . eager conver-
sationalist . . . the friendly type . . . doesn’t
mind the daily trek from New Hampshire . . .
likes to dance and dances well . . . never seems





Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . Holy Name So-
ciety 1,4 .. . Choral Society 3.
“Benito” . . . adept at drawing . . . genial and
sincere . . . often complains about being bored
. . . takes in all the school dances . . . journeys




Bachelor of Arts English
Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Literary Club 3,4.
Dignified and somewhat reserved . . . sharp
sports jackets . . . blushes when he’s trying not
to laugh . . . seldom misses a college dance . . .
part-time “butter and egg” man . . . the gentle-




Bachelor of Arts Sociology
Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Hockey 1,2,3,4
. . . Sociology Club 3,4.
Better known as “Chip” . . . crew cut, white
bucks and a friendly smile . . . undaunted by
sticklers in Ethics class . . . has a way with





Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Benzene Ring 1,2,3,4 . . , Holy Name Society
1,2,3,4.
Baby blue eyes . . . supplies many laughs in
the classroom . . . contemplates compiling an
original joke book . . . has a special liking for
plaids . . . undaunted by chemical formulas . . .




Bachelor of Arts English
Sodality 1,2,3,4 . . . Merrimackan 2,3,4 . . .
Warrior 2,3,4 . . . Literary Club 3,4.
Never without a smile . . . “the Imp” . . . once
gave the classical interpretation of the Mexican
Hat Dance . . . likes adventure and excitement
. . . frequently unsteadied by claustrophobia





Bachelor of Arts History
Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4 (Pres.) . . . Basket-
ball 2.3 .. . Student Council 3,4.
Manages to keep a few chapters ahead in every
class . . . not afraid of hard work . . . loves
those ’twixt class discussions . . . school spirit
personified . . . has squired many a fortunate




Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science
Sodality 1.2.3,4 (Treas.) . . . Secretarial Science
Club 3,4 (^icePres. ) . . . Business Club 3,4.
An efficient and precise secretary . . . one of
the youngest members of the class ... a top
student . . . recorded the spirited discussion





Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Intramural Basketball 2,3,4 . . . Merrimackan
4 . . . Sociology Cluh 3,4.
The strong, silent type . . . personification of
the well-dressed man . . . “Wise apple, aren’t
you”? . . . easy going . . . suave with just a





Bachelor of Science Marketing
Tennis Cluh 2.3 (Vice-Pres.) 4 . . . Dramatic
Society 3.4 . . . Holy Name Society 1.2,3,4 . . .
Delegate to N.F.C.C.S. 3,4.
"The Doctor” . . . vehemently opinionated . . .
our “Bird in a Guilded Cage” . . . does an ex-





Bachelor of Arts Biology
Caducean Cluh 3,4 .. . Merrimackan 1,2,3,
4
. . . Sodality 1,2,3,4 (Sec.).
CjHc . . . faithful promoter of Pogo’s cause
... a walking drugstore. “It’s cashmere!” . . .
can talk her way out of anything . . . vehement





Bachelor of Science Medical Technology
Caducean Club 3 . . . Benzene Ring 2,3.
“Bo” . . . ex-navy “medic” . . . always has a
good joke . . . claims he put Peabody on the
map . . . firm advocate of lengthy lab breaks





Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Benzene Ring 1,2,3 (Pres.), 4 . . . Warrior 1,2,
3,4 .. . Merrimackan 4 (Literary Editor) . . .
Class Vice-President 4.
A proven master of the written word . . . sin-
cere and down to earth . . . makes sense out of
all those complicated formulae . . . never satis-
fied with mediocrity . . . well-groomed ... a
clean-cut gentleman.
ANNE M. MacCORMACK
16 Campo Seco Street
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Cla ss Treasurer 3 . . . Class Secretary 4 . . .
Accounting Club 2,3,4 . . . Merrimackan 3,4.
Capable . . . never worries about parking tickets
. . . memorable boat upset . . . pleasant smile
... a willing chauffeur . . . only girl in Business




Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4 . . . Benzene Ring
1,2,3,4 . . . Ski Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Holy Name
Society 1,2,3,4.
Serene and unassuming . . . good looks height-
ened by a slow, shy grin ... ski enthusiast . . .
beautiful hand-knit sweaters . . . always talks




Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Hockey Team
3,4 .. . Ski Club 1,2,3,4.
“The Rocket” ... a whiz on a pair of skis . . .
sports a new car every year . . . not inclined to






Bachelor of Arts English
Sodality 1.2,3,4 . . . Literary Club 3,4 (Secre-
tary) . . . Warrior 2,3,4 . . . Merrimackan 2,3,4.
Rosy cheeks and dimples . . . everyone’s fa-
vorite . . . easily excited . . . relies heavily on
cramming . . . “No kidding!” . . . likes Ralph
Flannagan, skiing, and tall men . . . visits the




Bachelor of Arts History
Literary Club 2.3 (Sec.), 4 . . . International
Relations Club 1,2,3 . . . Chess Club 2,3 .. .
Young Democrats 2,3.
Relies on philosophical procedure . . . carries
reams of valuable notes in that briefcase . . .
talks with his hands . . . big brown eyes . . .





Bachelor of Science Secretarial Science
Merrimackan 1,2,3,4 . . . Class Secretary 2 . . .
Secretarial Science Club 3,4 . .
1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .
Curly black hair and dimples
rendition of “April in Paris” .
page out of “Mademoiselle”
Choral Society
. . famous for








Bachelor of Arts English
Literary Club 3,4 .. . Sodality 2,3,4 . . . Sailing
Club 2.
Our blushing bride . . . easily manages to com-
bine housekeeping with studying . . . always
poised and dignified . . . just barely makes the
deadline on assignments . . . fashionably tail-




Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Sociology Club
2,3,4 . . . Political Science Club 3,4 . . . likes
to eat . . . “Did I ever tell you of the time I
met the Mayor?” . . . always ready to contribute
a joke . . . much impressed by Canadian tra-





Bachelor of Science Accounting
Holy Name Society 1,2. 3,4 . . . Class Treasurer
4 . . . Merrimackan 3,4 (Business Manager)
. . . Accounting Club 2,3,4.
Holds office in the rear of the caf . . . prefers
the sports section to the editorials . . . “Who





Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Delegate to
N.F.C.C.S. 3,4 .. . Young Republicans 3,4
(Pres.)
.
Unlimited energy . . . talks very quickly . . .
staunch defender of the Marines and Republi-
cans . . . never walks out on a political dis-




Bachelor of Arts History
Merrimackan 4 (Co-Editor Photography) . . .
Intramural Basketball 1,2,3,4 . . . Holy Name
Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Young Democrats 2,3 .. .
Dramatic Club 4 . . . Austins 2.
“lago” . . . master of witticisms . . . the Latin
scholar . . . “Negative!” . . . enthusiastic sup-






Bachelor of Science Marketing
Class Vice-President 2 . . . Varsity Club 1,2,3
( Vice-Pres.)
, 4 . . . Basketball Team 1,2,3,4
(Captain) . . . Business Club 3,4.
Affable and easy-going . . . “How ’ya doing?”
. . . a leader on and off the courts . . . prefers
Southern Belles . . . stature belies mild dis-
position.
EDWARD A. OBRZUT
202 West Sixth Street
Lowell, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Science Marketing
Business Club 3,4 .. . Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4
. . . Warrior 3,4.
Likes checkered vests . . . George’s right hand
man in the caf . . . loquacious . . . ready to
travel at a moment’s notice . . . makes it a





Bachelor of Arts Economics
Holy Name Society 1.2,3,4 . . . Young Demo-
crats 3 . . . Business Club 3,4.
The lanky type . . . looks intelligent in his
horned-rim glasses . . . claims his cars have al-
ways had “Power” steering . . . hails from the






Bachelor of Arts Pre-Medical
Intramural Basketball 1,2,3.4 . . . Caducean Club
3,4 (Pres.) . . . Benzene Ring 3,4.
“Of course I'm right!” . . . definitely a per-
fectionist . . . readily accepted into med school
. . . big in the intramural league . . . sports





Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Sodality 1,2.3,4 . . . Sociology Club 3,4.
Typical Irish colleen . . . table-hopper in the
caf . . . forgets to attend classes . . . “Wait ’till
I tell you.” . . . seldom without a problem . . .





Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Benzene Ring 1,2,3,4 . . . Holy Name 1,2,3,4.
“The kid” . . . progressive jazz fiend . . . “long
walk” to school . . . occupies hazardous perch
in caf . . . noted for labor-saving techniques in
lab . . . “It won’t make a particle of difference





Bachelor of Arts Social Science
Sociology Club 3,4 .. . Fraternity of the Holy
Name 1,2,3,4.
“Liked” philosophy classes . . . gets into heated
discussions about Haverhill politics . . . but
usually quiet and easy going . . . works part-
time in a bargain basement . . . transferred
from U.N.H. . . . has his own ideas on Sociology.
1956
GERALD R. SMITH
21 A Beacon Street
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Intramural Basketball 3,4 . . . Cana Society 2,4
. . . Business Club 3,4.
Built for basketball . . . reliable . . . one of
the “proud daddies” of the class . . . enjoys
telling a tall tale . . . never too busy to help




Bachelor of Science Civil Engineering
Engineering Guild 1,2,3,4 . . . Intramural Basket-
ball 2,3,4 . . . Holy Name Society 1,2,3.
Calm, cool, and collected . . . comes from “New
York” ... a man of distinction . . . gray flan-
nels and a plaid tie . . . laughs easily . . . can




Bachelor of Arts History
Merrimackan 3,4 (Co-Editor Photography) . . .
Political Science Club 3,4.
Likeable Louis . . . equally efficient at work or
play . . . “Coffee call?” . . . blest with intel-
lectual humility . . . takes ribbing good-
naturedly ... a good mixer . . . one on whom




Bachelor of Arts History
Sodality 1,2,3,4 . . . Merrimackan 4 . . . Young
Republicans 1,2 .. . Sailing Club 1,3.
Unpredictable . . . “Oh!” . . . boasts an au-
thentic plaid kilt . . . clever with a paint brush
. . . ardent supporter of the knee socks fad . . .





Bachelor of Arts Economics
Sodality 1,2,3,4 . . . Business Club 3,4 .. . Young
Democrats 2,3,4.
Has a friendly “hello” for everyone . . . sincere
and dependable . . . emphatically expresses
aversion for economic graphs and charts . . .
can easily be made to laugh . . . prefers the





Bachelor of Arts Economics
Holy Name Society 1.2.3,4 . . . Business Club
3,4. . . . Young Republicans 3,4.
Has the hitch-hiker’s blues . . . longs lor more
efficient bus service to Lawrence ... a little
on the quiet side . . . proficient in philosophical




Bachelor of Science Marketing
Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4 (Vice-Pres.) . . .
Intramural Sports 1,2,3,4 . . . Business Club 3,4.
Sincerity plus . . . carries the weight of the
world on his shoulders . . . working on a cure
for poison ivy . . . balances sports and studies





Bachelor of Science Accounting
Holy Name Society 1,2,3,4 . . . Business Club
3,4.
Genial in every way . . . always around when
there’s work to be done . . . badly in need of
a loud alarm clock . . . never ruffled, never





Bachelor of Arts Biology
Class President 4 . . . Hockey 1.2,3,4 (Captain)
. . . Caducean Club 3,4 . . . Merrimackan 4.
“Mr. President” . . . guiding light of the hockey
team . . . “I'll see what I can do.” . . . takes
a personal interest in everyone’s problems . . .





Bachelor of Arts History
Class President 2 . . . Varsity Basketball 1,2
. . . Warrior 3,4 (Managing Editor) . . . Holy
Name Society 1,2,3,4.
A pleasing combination of good looks and per-
sonality ... an ivy league dresser . . . con-
scientious . . . has political aspirations . . .






Bachelor of Arts Economics
Holy Name Society 2,3,4 . . . Dramatic Club
2,3,4.
“Erwin” . . . Merrimack’s answer to Max Lieb-
man . . . brown felt hat . . . enlightens many
occasions with his wit . . . recently seen making
frequent visits to the sophomore chemistry lab
. . . “Huh!” . . . took calculus as an elective!
GEORGE F. J. WOOD
17 Swift Street
Lowell, Massachusetts
Bachelor of Science Accounting
Business Club 3,4 .. . Accounting Club 1,2,3,4
. . . Sanctuary Society 1,2,3 . . . Choral Society 3.
Perservering . . . has a song for every occasion
. . . likes a good game of chess . . . attends every
school dance . . . proud possessor of lucid notes




Bachelor of Arts Pre-Medical
Caducean Club 1,2,3,4 . . . Choral Society 1,2
. . . Ski Club 3,4.
Returned to Merrimack after a short stay in
the Armed Forces . . . noticed many changes
. . . well-dressed . . . quiet and easy mannered









Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2.
[
“Nellie” . . . cute, Italian-hoy haircut . . . always
I willing to lend a helping hand . . . somewhat
jj
quiet ... a neat appearance . . . wonderful




192 East Main Street
Stafford Springs, Connecticut
Secretarial Science
Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Dramatic Club
1.2 .. . Sodality 1,2.
“Gina” . . . Cascia girl . . . pioneer from Con-
necticut . . . mail call makes life interesting
. . . dimples . . . unexcitable . . . pleasing per-






Secretarial Science Club 1.2 .. . Sodality 1,2.
The epitome of friendliness . . . most efficient
waitress in Lawrence . . . favorite machine,
IBM . . . errorless typing . . . orchestra seat in
Religion . . . looks forward to Business Law
. . . mimeographing and Pat are synonomous





Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2.
Just manages to get to school on time . . .
close, shining, black hair cut ... “I know it”
. . . swears the shift lock is broken . . . “or
something” . . . pixie smile . . . always cheer-





Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2 .. .
Merrimackan 1,2.
Reserved and ladylike . . . assumes responsi-
bility well . . . “Let’s go down to the back of
the caf!” . . . blushes easily . . . never known






Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2.
“Dixie Danny” . . . modern dance enthusiast
. . . “What a life!” . . . eager conversationalist
... in and out of class . . . bubbling person-
ality ... in every activity . . . dependable . . .





Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2
. , . Merrimackan 1,2.
Delightfully vivacious . . . always looking for
a ride to Somerville . . . warm, friendly smile
. . . Bruins fan . . . excellent student . . . ardent
typsit—wonder why? . . . likes to socialize in
the caf.
C. MAUREEN COLLINS
139 North Main Street
Andover, Massachusetts
Secretarial Science
Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2
. . . Merrimackan 1,2 .. . Choral Society 1.
“Mona” . . . “Let’s get some ice cream—NOW!”
. . . best typist . . . blue sneakers and knee
socks . . . twinkling eyes . . . income tax ex-
pert . . . part-time bookkeeper . . . loads of





Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Merrimackan
1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2.
Laughing eyes . . . poised and stately . . . can
talk to anyone ... a very interested “yah” . . .
at every social event . . . dreams of Italian






Sodality 1,2 .. . Secretarial Science Club 1,2
. . . Merrimackan 1,2.
Conscientious . . . high heels . . . “What did
you say?” . . . talkative . . . good-natured . . .
generous . . . manages to attend all affairs . . .
quietly effective . . . has always “hitched her





Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2
. . . Merrimackan 1,2.
Demure, unassuming ways . . . beautiful, blue
eyes . . . friendly ... an attentive listener . . .
a perfectionist . . . “What’s new?” ... a talented







Secretarial Science Club 1.2 .. . Merrimackan
1,2 .. . 'W arrior 1.2 .. . Ski Club 1.2.
Part-time sales clerk . . . pink bucks . . . some-
^vhat reserved . . . even tempered . . . displays
musical talent . . . capable and understanding






Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2 .. .
Minstrel Show 1.2.
Advocates long hair . . . epitomizes the saying,
“Good things come in small packages” . . .
interesting manner . . . has mastered many skills
. . . dancer with a Broadway future . . . never





Secretarial Science Club 1,2 .. . Sodality 1,2.
“Angela” . . . accent on the “gel” . . . not one,
but two part-time jobs . . . warm personality
. . . senior parking lot advocate . . . “Anyone
for black coffee?” . . . dependable . . . sweet,
unselfish, and always helpful
ELEANOR A. KELLY
4 South Williams Street
Bradford, Massachusetts
Secretarial Science
Merrimackan 1,2 .. . Warrior 1.2 .. . Secretarial
Science Club 1.2 .. . Sailing Club 1,2.
Happy disposition . . . part-time sales girl . . .
“I’ve got a HANKering to go out to the bulletin
hoard” . . . attends basketball games regularly






Secretarial Science Club 1.2 .. . Sodality 1.2.
Pretty, long, black hair . . . expressive eyes . . .
very light voice . . . chic appearance . . . pre-
fers high heels . . . front-row seat in Religion
. . . holds the all-time record for library fines





Sodality 1.2 .. . Secretarial Science Club 1,2.
Amicable disposition . . . talented dancer . . .
“Come with me” . . . prefers the caf. but who
doesn't? . . . would like to go abroad, prefer-
ably to Germany . . . enthusiastic talker . . .
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• The publication of a hook such as the Merriniackan necessarily involves a
great deal of technical assistance, perceptive judgment and cooperation. It is
to the following, therefore, that the editors wish to express their indebtedness
for supplying these indispensables,
• To Rev. Albert C. Shannon, O.S.A., Moderator of the Merrirnackan, who has
spent unsparingly of his time and abilities, without which this hook would not
be possible.
• To Mr. John C. Ursprung, jr., of William T. Cooke Publishing Inc., for his
indispensable professional aid and his untiring patience with tyros.
• To Mr. Robert Talbot and Miss E. Marie Coletti, of the Loring Studios, for
their guidance and superb photographic service.
• Lastly to all those, faculty and students, who in so many ways gave of their
time or skills, the editors wish to express their gratitude.
John R. Breen
Editor-in-Chief
PATRONS OF MERRIMACK COLLEGE
AUGUSTINIAN PARISHES
Assumption B.V.M. Lawrence, Mass.
Church of Saint Nicholas
of Tolentine Bronx, New ^ ork
Holy Rosary Lawrence, Mass.
Iininaeulate Concej)tion Lawrence, Mass.
Our Mother of Consolation Chestnut Hill, Penna.
Our Mother of Good Counsel . Hollywood, Calif.
Sacred Heart Lewishurg, Penna.
Saint Augustine Andover, Mass.
Saint Augustine Troy, New ^ ork
Saint Denis Merwood, Penna.
Saint Joseph Greenwich, New York
Saint Laurence O'Toole Lawrence, Mass.
Saint Mary Lawrence, Mass.
Saint Mary VI aterford. New ^ ork
Saint Nicholas Atlantic City, New Jersey
Saint Patrick San Diego, Calif.
Saint Rita Philadelphia, Penna.
Villanova Preparatory School Ojai, Calif.
BUSINESS PATRONS OF MERRIMACK COLLEGE
Andover National Bank . Andover, Mass.
E. L. Arundel Insurance Agency Lawrence, Mass.
Geo. Bancroft and Company, Ine. Lawrence, ^Mass.
Bay State Merchant's Bank Lawrence, Mass.
Bennie's Sanitary Barher Shop Andover, Mass.
Bicknell Bros. Ine. Lawrence, IMass.
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Mr. and Mrs. John J. DiTommaso Bradford, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Doiron Lawrenee, Mass.
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Mr. and Mrs. Philip Durand Peahody, Mass.
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Air. and Airs. Pasejuale Rotondo . Alethuen, Alass.
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